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for Concrete Fracture and Anelasticity. II: Computation
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Abstract: Following the formulation of the constitutive model in the preceding Part I in this issue, the present Part II addre
problems of computational algorithm and convergence of iterations. Typical numerical responses are demonstrated and the pa
the model are calibrated by test data from the literature.
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Introduction

After formulating the microplane constitutive model in the p
ceding Part I(Bažant and Caner 2005), we are now ready t
introduce a localization limiter preventing spurious mesh sen
ity, develop the numerical algorithm, and investigate the co
tions of convergence of iterations. Then we will demonstrate
cal numerical simulations, compare the model to the characte
test data from the literature, and calibrate the model parame

Adjustment of Postpeak Softening Based
on Fracture Energy

To prevent postpeak strain softening from causing spurious
sensitivity in finite element analysis, one may apply the c
band model(Bažant and Oh 1983), in which the energy dissip
tion per unit volume is adjusted according to the ratio of
element sizeh to the characteristic crack bandwidthl (a materia
length), so as to achieve mesh-indendent energy dissipatio
unit area of the crack plane.

Postpeak strain softening is known to engender spurious
sensitivity in finite element analysis(Bažant 1976), with the en-
ergy dissipation per unit area of failure surface depending o
chosen finite element size. There are two expedient ways to
it: (1) on the constitutive level, by applying the crack band mo
(Bažant and Oh 1983), in which the energy dissipation per u
volume is adjusted according to the ratio of the element sizeh to
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the characteristic crack bandwidthl (a material length); and(2) on
the finite element level, by using a composite finite eleme
which a softening finite element is coupled in three dimens
with unloading finite elements without adjusting the microp
constitutive law(Bažant et al. 2002, 2001b). The former, name
Model M4f and developed by Bažant et al.(2002), is simpler and
has been adopted for the present numerical studies. It m
briefly described as follows.

Width l is the characteristic size of the representative vol
(or characteristic length) of material for which the microplan
constitutive model has been calibrated by tests(as described fo
M4 in Caner and Bažant 2000). The areaWf under the postpea
softening portion of each microplane stress–strain curve, m
plied by l, represents a contribution to the fracture energy o
material, which must be a constant in order to avoid spu
mesh sensitivity(Bažant and Oh 1983). If element sizeh= l is
chosen, the energy dissipation will be correct without any ad
ment of microplane constitutive laws. However, an adjustme
needed whenhÞ l because the strain softening tends to loca
into a band of a single element width.

Energy equivalence requires the adjustment to be such
Wf

*h=Wfl or Wf
* =Wfl /h, whereWf

* is the area under the postpe
softening curve of each microplane stress–strain curve(Fig. 1).
This may be achieved by a horizontal rescaling of all the so
ing boundaries, tensile as well as compressive, in the rar
= l /h; see Fig. 1 where Point 2 represents the point at whic
softening begins. Let PointP be any point on the softenin
Boundary Curve 23, and letU be a point at the same level(same
stress) on the Unloading Line 10. The rescaling must be such
Point P moves to PointP8 for which UP8=rUP. This represen
a horizontal affinity transformation with respect to Axis 10, wh
transforms softening Boundary Curve 23 to a new softe
Boundary Curve 2838.

When the element is too large, ratior could be so small tha
the transformed softening curve exhibits a snapback, i.e.
slope at some points changes from negative to positive.
static finite element analysis cannot cope with snapback ins
ity, elements that large cannot be allowed.

For mathematical implementation it is somewhat inconven
that the axis of affinity is inclined. Since the inclination is v
steep compared to the slope of the softening boundary, it m
little difference if the inclined affinity Axis 24 is replaced by t

vertical affinity Axis 45 such that the area 23012 be equal to the
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area 23542. Such rescaling is simpler and has been adopt
calculations.

Rescaling by this kind of affinity transformation is applied
tensile softening boundary of the statically constrained
croplane system, which emulates the cohesive crack mod
tension. It is also applied to each softening boundary in the
matically constrained microplane system, i.e., to the softe
positive and negative deviatoric boundaries, the tensile volu
ric boundary, and the tensile normal boundary—the bound
that control softening of the material in compression.

For a crack band running along the mesh lines of a rectan
or square mesh,h represents the width of the elements form
the crack band. For a crack band running through an irre
mesh,h cannot be defined exactly. However, it seems reaso
to simply assume thath=43 the ratio of the element area to t
element perimeter, orh=63 the ratio of the element volume to
surface, in the case of two-or three-dimensional finite elem
respectively.

Numerical Comparisons with Test Data

Although the present Model M5 has been verified by compari
with all the test data used in verifying Model M4(Caner and
Bažant 2000), comparisons of the tests with compressive
compressive-shear loading need not be reproduced here b
they are identical or almost identical. The only significant cha
and the advantage of this model, is found in tensile fractu
tests reaching into very large tensile strains.

Two typical data sets have been selected for fitting—thos
Petersson(1981) for uniaxial tension, and of Bresler and Pis
(1958) for combined shear and uniaxial compression(produced
by torsional–axial loading). The latter data represent the comp
sion shear envelope. Its points have been obtained by ru
simulations of response for different ratios of axial normal st
and shear stress, and collecting the peak points. Optimum
of both these data has succeeded to produce a satisfactory
see Figs. 2 and 3.

In Fig. 4, the effect of the load step size on the uniaxial ten
response is shown. It is demonstrated in this figure that the m

Fig. 1. (Top) Localized crack band; Adjustment of soften
branches of microplane constitutive laws according to crack
model (proposed in Bažant et al. 2001); (bottom left) accurate
method;(bottom right) simplified method
response is accurate with strain increments on the order of 1
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310−5, just like its predecessors, despite the new algorithm w
represents a radical improvement in the series of microplane
els for concrete.

Convergence Criteria for Series Coupling Model
with Softening

Since the formulation of a convergent iterative algorithm has
the crucial step making the present series coupling model
sible, a deeper analysis of the covergence problem is in ord
will be instructive to consider first an algorithm which come
mind more naturally(and has in fact been tried long ago, alb
with disappointing results). Then we will try another algorithm
and show why, and when, it works.

Algorithm A. Predictor of Positive Stiffness

Consider a series coupling of two elements subjected to strs
(Fig. 1). As the applied load is reduced, one element, with s
e, unloads with a positive tangent stiffnessK, and the other, wit

Fig. 2. Optimum fits of tensile softening test data of Peters
(1981), with corresponding lateral strain(data at bottom has compre
sive strengthfc8=27 MPa and other onefc8=41 MPa); parameter va
ues used in Model M5 arek1=0.000165,k2=160, k3=10, k4=150
with c=0.3, gN1=0.005, andgN2=0.012

Fig. 3. Optimum fit of Bresler and Pister’s(1958) test data for com
bined shear and uniaxial compressionsfc8=68 MPad; parameter va
ues used in M5 arek1=0.0001, k2=350, k3=10, k4=150 with c
=0.3, gN1=0.005, andgN2=0.012
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straing=e−e, expands with a negative tangent stiffnessKt (i.e., is
softening). ScalarsK andKt, respectively, may be imagined as
overall tangential stiffnesses of the kinematically and static
constrained microplane systems for the actual direction of loa
in the strain space.

In an iterative solution of the loading step, eitherK or Kt needs
to be used as the predictor and the other as the corrector. In
element programs for plasticity, the elastic deformation is use
the predictor, and the return to the current yield surface(i.e., the
inelastic deformation) as the corrector. So, by analogy, it see
natural to use the positive(elastic) stiffnessK as the predicto
and the inelastic stiffnessKt (a counterpart of the plastic harde
ing modulus) as the corrector. In this case, the algorithm of it
tions (labeled by subscriptsi =1,2,3, . . .) for a given small ste
De is as follows:
1. Denoting by subscript 0 the initial value at the beginnin

the loading step, intialize eithers1=s0 or s1=s0+KDe,
whereDe is the increment obtained in the previous load
step(the latter reduces the necessary number of iteratio
g varies smoothly).

2. Iteration loop,n=1,2,3, . . .Nit; evaluate the predictorDg
=ssn−s0d /Kt, and then the correctorsn+1=s0+Kse−e0

−Dgd.
3. If the chosen tolerance is not met, resetn←n+1, go to 2

and start a new iteration. Otherwise go to 1 and start the
loading step.

Overall, the algorithm leads to the following equation for
subsequent iteratessn:

sn+1 +
K

Kt
sn = S1 +

K

Kt
Ds0 + Kse − e0d s1d

This is a nonhomogeneous linear first-order difference equ
with constant coefficients. It may be checked that its solution

Fig. 4. Effect of loading step size in uniaxial tension response
curve shown fits Petersson’s data withfc8=27 MPa already present
in Fig. 2
initial value s1 is

JOUR
sn = Cln + s` s2d

with

s` = s0 +
e − e0

K−1 + Kt
−1 ,

s3d

C =
s1 − s`

l

Herel, s`, andC5constant during the iterations;l is given by
the characteristic equationl=−K /Kt; andl.0 for the postpeak
The iterations will converge if and only if limn→` ln=0, i.e.,
ulu,1. So we conclude that an algorithm in which the pos
stiffness is the predictor will converge if and only if

uKtu . K

or

Kt , − K s4d

Since the value ofKt may decrease continuously ase increase
during loading, we conclude that this iterative algorithm will
evitably diverge at least for the initial postpeak softening, if
always. This is unacceptable. Thus we arrive at a conclusion
might at first seem surprising: An algorithm analogous to
standard iterative algorithm with return to the yield surface
used in incremental plastic finite element analysis, is impos

Algorithm B. Fracture-Based Predictor

Let us now explore an algorithm for which, in contrast to pla
finite element analysis, the negative stiffnessKt for the inelastic
(fracturing) part g of the total straine (Fig. 1) is used as th
predictor, andK as the corrector. The algorithm for a given sm
loading stepDe is as follows:
1. Either setDe1=0 or use forDe1 the value obtained in th

preceding loading step(the latter shortens the iterations p
vided thate can be expected to evolve smoothly).

2. Iteration loop, n=1,2,3, . . .; evaluate the predictorDs
=KtsDe−Dend and then the correctoren+1=Dsn/K.

3. If the chosen tolerance is not met, resetn←n+1, go to 2
and start a new iteration. Otherwise go to 1 and start the
loading step.

Overall, the algorithm leads to the following equation for
subsequent iteratesDen:

Den+1 +
Kt

K
Den =

Kt

K
De s5d

This is again a nonhomogeneous linear first-order differ
equation with constant coefficients. It may be checked by su
tution that its solution for initial valueDe1 is

Den = Cln + Dè s6d

with

Dè =
K

K + Kt
De,

s7d

C =
De1 − Dè

l

Herel ,Dè , andC5constant during the iterations, andl is given

by the characteristic equationKl+Kt=0, i.e.,l=−Kt /K. The it-
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erations will converge if and only if limn→` ln=0, i.e., ulu,1 or

uKtu , K

or

Kt . − K s8d

which is opposite to inequality(4). We thus conclude that, f
postpeak softening, this iterative algorithm will work, unless
softening stiffness magnitude exceeds the elastic stiffness
subsequent iterates form a geometric progression, and so th
vergence is exponential.

Should we fear that inequality(8) might become violated fo
the normal behavior of concrete? To answer this question,
sider the typical valuesf t8=3 MPa,Gf =30 N/n (fracture energ
corresponding to the initial tangent of the softening str
separation curve of the cohesive crack model(Bažant 2002a,b),
and average crack spacings=50 mm. This furnishes for the ave
age softening modulus for tensile cracking concrete the est
uKtu= f t8

2s/2Gf =7.5 GPa, while the typical value of elastic mo
lus isK<26 GPa, which is much higher than 7.5 GPa. There
the limiting postpeak softening tangent modulusKt for which the
convergence of this algorithm would be lost will hardly ever
reached, for normal concrete and normal crack spacing. I
equality(8) is violated, one must question whether the consid
crack spacings is realistic. Reducings causes a decrease ofuKtu
and thus helps convergence(just like reducing the finite eleme
size in the crack band model).

Can Convergence Be Accelerated?

To accelerate convergence, one may try replacing the predic
Step 2 of algorithm B, beginning with the third iterationsn.2d,
by Ds=KtfDe−Den−asDen−Den−1dg, wherea is an empirically
chosen acceleration factor;aP s0,1d might be expected to acce
erate monotonic convergence, andaP s−1,0d oscillatory conver
gence. The algorithm then leads(for n.2) to the equation

KDen+1 + Kts1 + adDen − KtaDen−1 = KtDe s9d

This is a nonhomogeneous linear second-order difference
tion with constant coefficients. Solutions of its homogeneous
may be sought in the formDen=Cln. Substituting this into Eq
(9), one gets the characteristic equationKl2+s1+adKtl−aKt

=0, which has two roots

Hl1

l2
J =

s1 + adKt

2K
S− 1 ±Î1 +

4aK

s1 + ad2Kt
D s10d

The solution has the general formDen+1=C1l1
n+C2l2

n+Dè ,
whereDè is the same as before and constantsC1 andC2 must be
solved from the initialDen values forn=1,2. Now weobserve
that, if a.0, both roots are negative, but in that case a con
gence acceleration would necessitatel,0, a contradiction. I
a,0 (but not of a magnitude large enough to produce a com
root) l1 is positive, which calls fora.0 but l2 is negative
which calls fora,0, and so acceleration cannot be guarant
Therefore, a significant convergence acceleration with facta
seems, in general, unattainable.

There is, however, another way to accelerate convergen
use the Newton-Raphson algorithm, based on transential sti
matrices of the statically and binematically constrained syst
It so happens that in the microplane model, they can be e

determined from microplane tangent stiffnesses.
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Tensorial Analysis of Convergence of Algorithm B

Strictly speaking, the preceding analysis of convergence of
rithms A and B is valid only when MatrixKt does not chang
from one iteration to the next. In general, it may change bec
the loading direction in the strain space need not be fixed bu
rotate. Then the cnvergence must be analyzed tensorially
generalized tensorial form of iterative algorithm B for a sm
loading stepD« reads, fora=0, as follows:
1. Either setDe1=0 or use forDe1 the tensorial increment o

tained in the preceding loading step(the latter shortens th
iterations provided thate can be expected to evol
smoothly).

2. Iteration loop, n=1,2,3, . . .; Evaluate predictor Ds
=Kt : fD«−Den−asDen−Den−1dg, and then solve the correc
en+1 from the equationDsn=K :en+1 (where the colon de
notes a doubly contracted tensorial pruduct).

3. If the chosen tolerance is not met, resetn←n+1, go to 2
and start a new iteration. Otherwise go to 1 and start the
loading step.

Overall, when all the vectors and second-order symmetiric
sors (denoted by italic bold letters and bye) are replaced by
31 and 636 matrices(denoted by roman bold letters and by«),
the algorithm leads to the following matrix equation for the s
sequent iteratesDen:

Den+1 − ADen = − ADe, with A = − K −1K t s11d

This is a nonhomogenous linear first-order matrix differe
equation with constant matrix coefficients. It may be checked
its solution for initial valueDe1 is

Den = AnC + Dè s12d

where

Dè = − sI − Ad−1ADe,
s13d

C = A−1sDe1 − Dè d

in which A, C, and Dè 5constant square and column matri
during the iterations, andI =unit 636 matrix.

To discuss convergence, consider that the coordinates a
tated(in a six-dimensional space), by rotation MatrixR, into the
principal directions of MatrixK (not to be confused with th
principal directions of stress or strain tensor in three dimensi).
We may also assume that the principal directions of MatrixK t (in
six dimensions) are the same. Then, in the principal coordina
Matrix A becomes

A8 = RTAR = 3
K1

−1

K2
−1

...

K6
−1
43

− Kt1

− Kt2

...

− Kt6

4
= 3

l1

l2

...

l6

4 s14d

where

l1 = − K1
−1Kt1, l2 = − K2

−1Kt2, . . .l6 = − K6
−1Kt6 s15d

Here K1,K2, . . .K65eigenvalues of Matrix K , and Kt1,
Kt2, . . .Kt65eigenvalues of MatrixK t. The iterations will con

n n
verge if and only if limn→` A =limn→` A8 =0; i.e., all
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ul1u , ul2u , . . .ul6u must be less than 1. This requires that

uKt1u , K1,
s16d

uKt2u , K2, . . . uKt6u , K6

Thus we have demonstrated tensorially that the iterative
rithm will converge if and only if each principal value of t
tangent stiffness matrix for softening is smaller in magnitude
the corresponding principal value of the elastic stiffness ma
The subsequent iterates form a matrix geometric progressio

Detailed Explicit Algorithm for M5

Finally, to permit unambiguous programming of the pre
model, the complete detailed algorithm for step-by-step loa
will now be given. The strains and stresses at the beginnin
each small loading step are known, and the material subro
must deliver the stress tensor corresponding to a given strai
sor(and update the microplane history variables such as the
mum strain achieved so far). The stress tensor at various integ
tion points is then used in numerical integration over the fi
element to obtain the internal force vector of the element, an
these vectors from all the finite elements are then assemb
furnish the internal force vector of the structure.

The type of finite element program will decide when the
croplane history variables should be updated. When the fini
ement program is explicit, these variables will be updated a
end of every time integration step. An implicit finite element p
gram, on the other hand, will check whether convergence
been achieved, and only then it will update these variables.
these microplane variables are updated, the stress tensor re
along with every other variable calculated in the finite elem
program using these stress components becomes validated

The values ofn, m, and l for each microplane are input
advance of finite element analysis and used to calculate te
Nij =ninj, Mij =symnimj, andLij =symnil j. These tensors are th
stored to be used in structural analysis. The algorithm for
material subroutine is as follows:
1. The (macro)-strainsei j and their incrementsDei j are given

The microplane history stresses of the modified Model
sN

0, sL
0, andsM

0 , are stored for each microplane andsV
0 is stored

for all microplanes in the previously converged load s
Similarly, the microplane history strains of the statically c
strained microplane model with cohesive law,gN

0, gN
0, and

gM
0 , are stored for each microplane in that step.

2. Set tolerance =1310−12. Then reconstructgi j and sij from
the history variables via numerical integration of hist
variables:

gi j =
3

2p
E

V

sgN
0Nij + gM

0 Mij + gL
0LijddV s17d

sij =
3

2p
E

V

FsD
0SNij −

di j

3
D + sM

0 Mij + sL
0LijGdV + sV

0di j

s18d

3. Calculateeij =ei j −gi j .
4. Compute the fracturing compliance,Cijkl

f , and the current e
ror in the additive split of increment of total strain,r ij , that

must be minimized as follows:

JOUR
d

(a) Using elastic stiffness MatrixK, compute the predicto
Dsi j =KijklDekl;

(b) Using static constraint, calculate the microplane stress i
ments:DsN=NijDsi j , DsM =MijDsi j , andDsL=Lijsi j ;

(c) The predicted total stress tensor now becomessi j =sij

+Dsi j and, using the static constraint, the micropl
stresses are calculated:sN=Nijsi j , sM =Mijsi j , and sL

=Lijsi j . Thereupon, the crack opening at all microplanes
be evaluated.

i. Check whethergN
0 ,1310−10; if true, setgN

0 =1310−10.
Similarly, if ugM

0 u,1310−10 then set gM
0 =1

310−10 sgnsgM
0 d, and if ugL

0u=1310−10 thengL
0=1310−10

sgnsgL
0d.

ii. Compute s=fsN
2 +ssM

2 +sL
2db−2g1/2. If sÞ0 then Ds

=fDsNsN+sDsMsM +DsLsLdb−2g /s, or else Ds=fDsN
2

+sDsM
2 +DsL

2db−2g1/2, g0=hsgN
0d2+fsgM

0 d2+sgL
0d2gb2j1/2,

ands0=s−Ds.
iii. Set Small=1310−2f t8. For all microplanes, check ifs

+Smallø0, if true, setgN=gM =gL=1310−10. Then cal
culate the elastic complianceC=minsmaxsg0/s0,1
310−5d ,100d. If s+Small.0, calculate the cohesive la
stresssb using Eqs.(16) of Part I atg=g0. Also choose
0økuø1.

iv. ComputeDs* =s−sb. If Ds* .0, first compute.

g = g0 + S−
cf t8

gN2 − gN1
DDs* s19d

and then calculate the fracturing compliances

CN
f = g/s;

s20d
CM

f = CL
f = b−2g/s

v. If Ds* ø0, calculateg=g0+ku CDs, Then computegN

=g sN/s, gM =gsM
/s, and gL=gsL /s; furthermore se

the microplane fracturing compliancesCN
f =CM

f =CL
f

=Small for all microplanes.
(d) Now calculate the predicted strain tensor increment by

merical integration:

Dgi j
=

3

2p
E

V

sgNNij + gMMij + gLLijddV − gi j s21d

(e) Thus one arrives at the prediction of the current error in
additive split of increment of strain asr ij =−Deij −Dgi j

+Dei j

(f) Finally, the fracturing compliance tensorCijkl
f can be calcu

lated as the integration of microplane compliances ove
unit hemisphere

Cijkl
f =

3

2p
E

V

sCN
f NijNkl + CM

f MijMkl + CL
f LijLklddV

s22d

5. It is convenient to adopt Voigt notation in what follows.
order to minimize the errorr i , si =1,2, . . .6d, its gradient is
needed. It can be expressed in the Voigt notation asGij =
−Cin

f Knj−di jsi , j ,n=1,2, . . .6d [see Eq.(13) in Part I], and it
needs to be calculated only once when the equilibrium
tion is achieved.

6. Set Dei =0, si =1,2, . . .6d and implement a Newton
Raphson iterative algorithm in order to determineDei that

minimizes the errorr i by looping over the following steps:
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(a) Calculate the errorr i =r isDeid for a given total strain in
crementDei using Steps 4a through 4b;(b) computedDei =
−Gin

−1rn and replaceDei by Dei +dDei; and (c) calculate the
error magnitude asj=sr ir id1/2 and continue the loop untilj
ø tolerance. Typically tolerance<1310−3 for convergenc
at the initiation of the choesive fracture due to sudden o
of softening, and tolerance 1310−12 at all other times.

7. Switching back to tensor notation, apply the kinematic
straint to get the microplane strain componentsDeN

=NijDeij , DeV=Dekk/3, DeD=DeN−DeV, DeL=LijDeij , DeM

=MijDeij .
8. Check the loading criteriasVDeV.0, sDDeD.0, sTDeT.0 if

loading, sVDeVø0, sDDeDø0, sTDeTø0 if unloading, and
decide the value of the incremental elastic modulus on
microplane.

9. Compute sV
e =sV

0 +EVDeV and the boundary valuesV
b−

=FV
−s−eVd; set

sV
* = maxssV

b−,sV
ed s23d

10. Compute sD
e =sD

0 +EDDeD and the boundary valuessD
b−

=FD
− seDd and alsosD

b+=FD
+ seDd; calculate

sD = minfmaxssD
b−,sD

e d,sD
b+g s24d

11. For each microplane, computesN=sV
* +sD, and alsosN at the

boundary assN
b =FNseNd. But, to prevent violating the norm

boundary, set

sN = minssN,sN
bd s25d

12. RecalculatesV as the average of the microplane normal st
sN over the surface of the unit hemisphere. But to pre
this value from exceeding the volumetric stress calculate
item 9 assV

* , set

sV = minSE
V

sN dV/2p, sV
*D s26d

13. RecalculatesD=sN−sV for each microplane.
14. Calculate the shear stress at the boundary assT

b=FTssNd and
the elastic shear stresses assL

e=sL
0+ETDeL and sM

e =sM
0

+ETDeM; then, determine the shear stresses inl andm direc-
tions, respectively, assL=sgnssL

ed minsusT
bu , usL

eud and sM

=sgnssM
e d minsusT

bu , usM
e ud.

15. Compute the components of the(macro)-stress tensor by n
merical integration over a unit hemisphere

sij =
3

2p
E

V

FsDSNij −
di j

3
D + sMMij + sLLijGdV + sVdi j

s27d

16. Return stress tensorsij and history variablessN, sM, sL, sV,
gN, gM, andgL to the finite element program.

It might seem that, as an alternative, one could calculat
error j in Step 6c in terms ofDsij , and if the tolerance were n
satisfied, setDsij

pre=Dsij , after whichDsij
pre could be used in Ste

4c. However, such an algorithm is found to diverge shortly a
tensile softening begins.

Thanks to the inclusion of the Newton–Raphson algorithm
Step 6, strain increments as large as 2310−5 gave accurate re
sults. Initially, this algorithm was not included, and then st
increments as small as 10−8 had to be used to achieve good ac

racy when steep tensile softening(or cracking) was in progress.
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Conclusions

1. Microplane Model M5 achieves as realistic representatio
progressive tensile cracking or cohesive fracture. It av
stress locking and spurious excessive lateral contractio
expansion at very large postpeak tensile strains.

2. This improvement is achieved by a series coupling of
microplane systems: one constrained kinematically and
other statically. The latter simulates exclusively tensile cr
ing and fracture, while the former simulates all the nonlin
triaxial behavior in pure compression and compression
shear.

3. The coupling of two microplane systems in made possib
developing a new iterative algorithm which avoids solv
the implicit nonlinear equations that relate the two
croplane systems.

4. A special characteristic of this algorithm is that, in each l
ing step, the softening cohesive fracture properties o
statically constrained microplanes are used as the pre
and the hardening or properties of the kinematically
croplanes are used as the corrector that returns the c
state point to the stress–strain boundaries(softening yield
limits). The roles of predictor and corrector are interchan
compared to the classical iterative returns mapping a
rithms for hardening elasto–plastic behavior.

5. It is proven that the new iterative algorithm converges
geometric progression, and the conditions of convergenc
derived.

6. Except for a few minor differences, the constitutive pro
ties on the kinematically constrained microplanes are
same as in the previous Model M4. In other words, ex
for tensile softening, the response is the same.

7. Further acceleration, with quadratic convergence, is ach
by using Newton-Raphson iterations to determine the s
subdivision between the two microplane systems. Th
made possible by determining the tangential stiffnesse
that microplane level.

8. The softening cohesive fracture properties are related t
fracture energy and effective crack spacing in the same
ner as in the preceding improved version M4f of microp
Model M4. The postpeak softening slope on the micropl
can be adjusted in the sense of the crack band mod
ensure the correct energy dissipation of localized frac
when the finite element size is varied.

9. The constitutive properties that differ from Model M4
shown to allow good representation of test data for te
softening of concrete and of the shear-compression fa
envelope of concrete.

10. An incremental thermodynamic potential for the couplin
statically and kinematically constrained microplane mo
is formulated. If represents a combination of the Helmh
and Gibbs free energy densities.
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